
Low pressure water injection valve

      The low pressure water injection valve is of the caged 

control valve construction, which is found in the TY series of 

control valves produced by Binda. A pre-opening valve trim 

is utilized.

 Features
◇ Internal components insertion mounted, easy inspection 

    and maintenance

◇ Smooth operation, low noise or vibration

◇ Internal components made of chromium-rich, heat 

    resistant stainless steel

◇ Valve trim balanced upon opening, offering low resistance 

    to actuator input

◇ Valve trim unbalanced upon closing, achieving tight shut-

    off even during extended periods (ANSI V)

◇ Cast valve body, straight configuration

◇ Valve body composition: WCB

◇ Nominal diameter: DN50-DN200

◇ Actuation: electric, pneumatic or hydraulic

Low pressure water  isolation valve

The low pressure water isolation valve belongs in the JY 

series, with its pre-opening valve trim.

 Features
◇ Cast valve body, straight configuration

◇ Internal components insertion mounted, easy inspection 

    and maintenance

◇ Pre-opening valve trim combines low actuating resistance 

    with tight shut-off (ANSI V)

◇ Dual stage throttling trim, erosion resistant

Low pressure water injection valve

unit 
capacity

Angle valve dimensions(mm)
actuator

weight in Kg
(no actuator)valve

name
L1 L2 H1 H2 H3 A A1 A2 stroke

135~150
MW

HP 400 405 575 1010 225 333 335 665 80 2SA5554 1030

LP 450 550 795 1040 360 333 335 665 100 2SA5554 1800

200~220
MW

HP 500 475 1100 1070 350 333 335 665 80 2SA5554 1730

LP 550 660 1330 1085 650 333 335 665 100 2SA5554 2200

300~350
MW

HP 500 475 1100 1070 350 333 335 665 80 2SA5564 1730

LP 600~700 650~780 1100~1400 1200 550~650 333 335 665 110 2SA5564 3030

600~660
MW

HP 550 530 1200 1115 400 333 335 665 100 2SA5564 2050

LP 600~700 650~780 1100~1400 1200 550~650 333 335 665 110 2SA5564 3030

HP conditioning
valve in Angle

LP conditioning
valve in Angle

LP conditioning
valve in Z-shaped

Remarks:The table equipped with electric actuator SIPOS5,pneumatic or hydraulic actuator is available.

Technical changes reserved

unit 
capacity

Z shaped valve dimensions(mm)
actuator

weight in Kg
(no actuator)valve

name
L1 L2 L3 H1 H2 H3 A A1 A2 stroke

135~150
MW

HP 400 970 720 405 1010 400 333 335 665 80 2SA5554 1530

LP 550 1170 470 550 1040 550 333 335 665 100 2SA5554 2150

200~220
MW

HP 500 1100 415 600 1070 430 333 335 665 80 2SA5554 1930

LP 500~600 1200 530 600 1085 550 333 335 665 100 2SA5554 2350

300~350
MW

HP 500 1100 415 600 1070 430 333 335 665 80 2SA5564 1930

LP 600~700 1200~1250 500~650 650~780 1200 650 333 335 665 110 2SA5564 3130

600~660
MW

HP 550 1200 450 670 1115 500 333 335 665 100 2SA5564 2150

LP 600~700 1200~1250 500~650 650~780 1200 650 333 335 665 110 2SA5564 3130

HP conditioning
valve in Z-shaped

Low pressure water  isolation valve
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Binda company is located in Harbin, 

one of the most industrial ly advanced 

cities in China. Since its establishment, 

the company had been working to design 

va l ves  su i t ab le  f o r  ha rsh  ope ra t i ng 

conditions, where regular valves are prone 

to flashing, cavitation, vibration and noise. 

It is now a major producer of advanced 

control valves in China.

T h e  t e c h n i c a l  t e a m  a t  B i n d a  i s 

composed of professionals with decades 

of experience. Together, the company 

has earned multiple utility patents for its 

innovative valve design. Combining world-

class technology with an array of state-of-

the-art manufacturing equipment, turbine 

bypass valves produced at Binda have been 

competitive on a global scale.

Introduction

◇ Used for coal-fired thermal power plant:

    135~150MW

    200~220MW

    300~350MW

    600~660MW

    1000MW

◇ Used for cogeneration facilities:

    Series 9E

    Series 9F

Application

Steam conditioning valves condition main steam or 

reheat steam, hence their importance is apparent. These 

valves operate under high pressure and temperature, 

also they must achieve a tight shut-off. These steam 

conditioning valves can be opened under normal mode or 

emergency mode, in which the opening time is shortened 

to between 1 second to 5 seconds, depending on the 

configuration. 

Main steam or reheat steam is reduced in both 

temperature and pressure as it passes through the steam 

conditioning valve. Much of Binda’s patented technology 

is utilized in this process.

Steam conditioning valves

◇ Globe valve body, offering increased strength with 

     reduced internal stresses

◇ Self-sealing valve cap, safe and reliable

◇ Pre-opening valve trim (patented technology) offers less 

     resistance and tighter shut-off

◇ All internal components are insertion mounted, easing the 

     maintenance process

◇ Spring-loaded atomizer injects spray-water in a fine mist

◇ Valve construction: z configuration or angled. Horizontal 

     inlet, horizontal or downward-pointing outlet

◇ Actuation: electric, pneumatic or hydraulic

◇ Valve body composition: F22, F91, or F92, depending on 

     the operating temperature

◇ Dimensions: Inlet: DN50 - DN400

                          Outlet: DN80 - DN1500

Main features

（See drawings attachment）Typical materials

No Description Material

1 valve body X10CrMoVNb91(F91)

2 seat X20CrMoV121(F9)

3 orifice plate X20CrMoV121(F9)

4 cover X10CrMoVNb91(F91)

5 plug X22CrMoV121(F9)

6 spring nozzle X5CrNi189(F304)

◇ Patented product: 201020568312.X

◇ Design combines considerations for simplicity, 

     safety and reliability

◇ Key components are high-quality parts imported

     from Germany

◇ Valve trim balanced upon opening, offering low 

    resistance to input from the actuator; and

    unbalanced upon closing, achieving tight shut-off

Pre-opening valve trim(Pilot plug)
◇ Patented product: 201020568289.4

◇ Centrifugal atomization injects water into 

     steam in the form of a fine mist 

◇ Spring-loaded design reduces the diameter 

     of water droplets down to 130 microns

◇ Nozzle shuts off automatically under 

    insufficient pressure, eliminating the leaking of 

    spraywater 

◇ Acts as a check valve to stop the steam  

     flowing into water pipe

Spring-loaded atomizer

High pressure water injection valve

     The high pressure water injection valve is of the multi-stage 

vortex cascade construction, which is found in the TA series of 

control valves produced by Binda.

 Features
◇ Multi-stage vortex cascading construction, excellent anti-

     cavitation properties

◇ Internal components made of chromium-rich, heat resistant 

     stainless steel

◇ Internal components insertion mounted, resulting in easy 

    inspection and maintenance

◇Smooth and quiet operation under large pressure differentials

◇ Tight shut-off, leak-free for extended periods of operation 

    (ANSI V)

◇ Forged valve body, straight, angled or z configuration 

     available

◇ Valve body composition: 20# or WB36 (15NiCuMoNi5-6-4)

◇ Nominal diameter: DN20-DN200

◇ Actuation: electric, pneumatic or hydraulic

High pressure water isolation valve

The high pressure water isolation valve belongs in the JY 

series, with its pre-opening valve trim.

 Features
◇ Forged valve body, straight configuration

◇ Pre-opening valve trim, low resistance and tight shut-

     off (ANSI V)

◇ Dual stage throttling, erosion resistant

◇ Internal components insertion mounted, easy 

     inspection and maintenance

◇ Valve body composition: 20# or WB36 

     (15NiCuMoNi5-6-4)

High pressure water isolation valve

The high pressure water isolation valve belongs in the JY 

◇ Pre-opening valve trim, low resistance and tight shut-

High pressure water injection valve

     The high pressure water injection valve is of the multi-stage 

vortex cascade construction, which is found in the TA series of 

◇ Multi-stage vortex cascading construction, excellent anti-

◇ Internal components made of chromium-rich, heat resistant 

◇Smooth and quiet operation under large pressure differentials

◇ Tight shut-off, leak-free for extended periods of operation 

◇ Valve body composition: 20# or WB36 (15NiCuMoNi5-6-4)

Steam conditioning valves condition main steam or 

reheat steam, hence their importance is apparent. These 

valves operate under high pressure and temperature, 

also they must achieve a tight shut-off. These steam 

conditioning valves can be opened under normal mode or 

emergency mode, in which the opening time is shortened 

to between 1 second to 5 seconds, depending on the 

Main steam or reheat steam is reduced in both 

temperature and pressure as it passes through the steam 

conditioning valve. Much of Binda’s patented technology 

Steam conditioning valves

◇ Globe valve body, offering increased strength with 

◇ All internal components are insertion mounted, easing the 

◇ Spring-loaded atomizer injects spray-water in a fine mist
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Steam conditioning valves condition main steam or 

reheat steam, hence their importance is apparent. These 

valves operate under high pressure and temperature, 

also they must achieve a tight shut-off. These steam 

conditioning valves can be opened under normal mode or 

emergency mode, in which the opening time is shortened 

to between 1 second to 5 seconds, depending on the 
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Main steam or reheat steam is reduced in both 

temperature and pressure as it passes through the steam 

conditioning valve. Much of Binda’s patented technology 
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Steam conditioning valves

◇ Globe valve body, offering increased strength with 

     reduced internal stresses

◇ Self-sealing valve cap, safe and reliable

◇ Pre-opening valve trim (patented technology) offers less 

     resistance and tighter shut-off

◇ All internal components are insertion mounted, easing the 

     maintenance process

◇ Spring-loaded atomizer injects spray-water in a fine mist

◇ Valve construction: z configuration or angled. Horizontal 
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No Description Material

1 valve body X10CrMoVNb91(F91)

2 seat X20CrMoV121(F9)

3 orifice plate X20CrMoV121(F9)

4 cover X10CrMoVNb91(F91)

5 plug X22CrMoV121(F9)

6 spring nozzle X5CrNi189(F304)

◇ Patented product: 201020568312.X

◇ Design combines considerations for simplicity, 

     safety and reliability

◇ Key components are high-quality parts imported

     from Germany

◇ Valve trim balanced upon opening, offering low 

    resistance to input from the actuator; and

    unbalanced upon closing, achieving tight shut-off

Pre-opening valve trim(Pilot plug)
◇ Patented product: 201020568289.4

◇ Centrifugal atomization injects water into 

     steam in the form of a fine mist 

◇ Spring-loaded design reduces the diameter 

     of water droplets down to 130 microns

◇ Nozzle shuts off automatically under 

    insufficient pressure, eliminating the leaking of 

    spraywater 

◇ Acts as a check valve to stop the steam  

     flowing into water pipe
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High pressure water injection valve

     The high pressure water injection valve is of the multi-stage 

vortex cascade construction, which is found in the TA series of 

control valves produced by Binda.

 Features
◇ Multi-stage vortex cascading construction, excellent anti-

     cavitation properties

◇ Internal components made of chromium-rich, heat resistant 

     stainless steel
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High pressure water isolation valve

The high pressure water isolation valve belongs in the JY 

series, with its pre-opening valve trim.
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reheat steam, hence their importance is apparent. These 
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also they must achieve a tight shut-off. These steam 

conditioning valves can be opened under normal mode or 

emergency mode, in which the opening time is shortened 

to between 1 second to 5 seconds, depending on the 

Main steam or reheat steam is reduced in both 

temperature and pressure as it passes through the steam 

conditioning valve. Much of Binda’s patented technology 
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◇ Globe valve body, offering increased strength with 

◇ All internal components are insertion mounted, easing the 
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emergency mode, in which the opening time is shortened 

to between 1 second to 5 seconds, depending on the 
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conditioning valve. Much of Binda’s patented technology 

is utilized in this process.
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◇ Pre-opening valve trim (patented technology) offers less 

     resistance and tighter shut-off

◇ All internal components are insertion mounted, easing the 
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◇ Spring-loaded atomizer injects spray-water in a fine mist
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     the operating temperature
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（See drawings attachment）Typical materials

No Description Material

1 valve body X10CrMoVNb91(F91)

2 seat X20CrMoV121(F9)

3 orifice plate X20CrMoV121(F9)

4 cover X10CrMoVNb91(F91)

5 plug X22CrMoV121(F9)

6 spring nozzle X5CrNi189(F304)

◇ Patented product: 201020568312.X

◇ Design combines considerations for simplicity, 

     safety and reliability

◇ Key components are high-quality parts imported

     from Germany

◇ Valve trim balanced upon opening, offering low 

    resistance to input from the actuator; and

    unbalanced upon closing, achieving tight shut-off

Pre-opening valve trim(Pilot plug)
◇ Patented product: 201020568289.4

◇ Centrifugal atomization injects water into 

     steam in the form of a fine mist 

◇ Spring-loaded design reduces the diameter 

     of water droplets down to 130 microns

◇ Nozzle shuts off automatically under 

    insufficient pressure, eliminating the leaking of 

    spraywater 

◇ Acts as a check valve to stop the steam  

     flowing into water pipe

Spring-loaded atomizer

High pressure water injection valve

     The high pressure water injection valve is of the multi-stage 

vortex cascade construction, which is found in the TA series of 

control valves produced by Binda.

 Features
◇ Multi-stage vortex cascading construction, excellent anti-

     cavitation properties

◇ Internal components made of chromium-rich, heat resistant 

     stainless steel

◇ Internal components insertion mounted, resulting in easy 

    inspection and maintenance

◇Smooth and quiet operation under large pressure differentials

◇ Tight shut-off, leak-free for extended periods of operation 

    (ANSI V)

◇ Forged valve body, straight, angled or z configuration 

     available

◇ Valve body composition: 20# or WB36 (15NiCuMoNi5-6-4)

◇ Nominal diameter: DN20-DN200

◇ Actuation: electric, pneumatic or hydraulic

High pressure water isolation valve

The high pressure water isolation valve belongs in the JY 

series, with its pre-opening valve trim.

 Features
◇ Forged valve body, straight configuration

◇ Pre-opening valve trim, low resistance and tight shut-

     off (ANSI V)

◇ Dual stage throttling, erosion resistant

◇ Internal components insertion mounted, easy 

     inspection and maintenance

◇ Valve body composition: 20# or WB36 

     (15NiCuMoNi5-6-4)

High pressure water isolation valve

The high pressure water isolation valve belongs in the JY 

◇ Pre-opening valve trim, low resistance and tight shut-

High pressure water injection valve

     The high pressure water injection valve is of the multi-stage 

vortex cascade construction, which is found in the TA series of 

◇ Multi-stage vortex cascading construction, excellent anti-

◇ Internal components made of chromium-rich, heat resistant 

◇Smooth and quiet operation under large pressure differentials

◇ Tight shut-off, leak-free for extended periods of operation 

◇ Valve body composition: 20# or WB36 (15NiCuMoNi5-6-4)

Steam conditioning valves condition main steam or 

reheat steam, hence their importance is apparent. These 

valves operate under high pressure and temperature, 

also they must achieve a tight shut-off. These steam 

conditioning valves can be opened under normal mode or 

emergency mode, in which the opening time is shortened 

to between 1 second to 5 seconds, depending on the 

Main steam or reheat steam is reduced in both 

temperature and pressure as it passes through the steam 

conditioning valve. Much of Binda’s patented technology 

Steam conditioning valves

◇ Globe valve body, offering increased strength with 

◇ All internal components are insertion mounted, easing the 

◇ Spring-loaded atomizer injects spray-water in a fine mist

Low pressure water injection valve

      The low pressure water injection valve is of the caged 

control valve construction, which is found in the TY series of 

control valves produced by Binda. A pre-opening valve trim 

is utilized.

 Features
◇ Internal components insertion mounted, easy inspection 

    and maintenance

◇ Smooth operation, low noise or vibration

◇ Internal components made of chromium-rich, heat 

    resistant stainless steel

◇ Valve trim balanced upon opening, offering low resistance 

    to actuator input

◇ Valve trim unbalanced upon closing, achieving tight shut-

    off even during extended periods (ANSI V)

◇ Cast valve body, straight configuration

◇ Valve body composition: WCB

◇ Nominal diameter: DN50-DN200

◇ Actuation: electric, pneumatic or hydraulic

Low pressure water  isolation valve

The low pressure water isolation valve belongs in the JY 

series, with its pre-opening valve trim.

 Features
◇ Cast valve body, straight configuration

◇ Internal components insertion mounted, easy inspection 

    and maintenance

◇ Pre-opening valve trim combines low actuating resistance 

    with tight shut-off (ANSI V)

◇ Dual stage throttling trim, erosion resistant

Low pressure water injection valve

unit 
capacity

Angle valve dimensions(mm)
actuator

weight in Kg
(no actuator)valve

name
L1 L2 H1 H2 H3 A A1 A2 stroke

135~150
MW

HP 400 405 575 1010 225 333 335 665 80 2SA5554 1030

LP 450 550 795 1040 360 333 335 665 100 2SA5554 1800

200~220
MW

HP 500 475 1100 1070 350 333 335 665 80 2SA5554 1730

LP 550 660 1330 1085 650 333 335 665 100 2SA5554 2200

300~350
MW

HP 500 475 1100 1070 350 333 335 665 80 2SA5564 1730

LP 600~700 650~780 1100~1400 1200 550~650 333 335 665 110 2SA5564 3030

600~660
MW

HP 550 530 1200 1115 400 333 335 665 100 2SA5564 2050

LP 600~700 650~780 1100~1400 1200 550~650 333 335 665 110 2SA5564 3030

HP conditioning
valve in Angle

LP conditioning
valve in Angle

LP conditioning
valve in Z-shaped

Remarks:The table equipped with electric actuator SIPOS5,pneumatic or hydraulic actuator is available.

Technical changes reserved

unit 
capacity

Z shaped valve dimensions(mm)
actuator

weight in Kg
(no actuator)valve

name
L1 L2 L3 H1 H2 H3 A A1 A2 stroke

135~150
MW

HP 400 970 720 405 1010 400 333 335 665 80 2SA5554 1530

LP 550 1170 470 550 1040 550 333 335 665 100 2SA5554 2150

200~220
MW

HP 500 1100 415 600 1070 430 333 335 665 80 2SA5554 1930

LP 500~600 1200 530 600 1085 550 333 335 665 100 2SA5554 2350

300~350
MW

HP 500 1100 415 600 1070 430 333 335 665 80 2SA5564 1930

LP 600~700 1200~1250 500~650 650~780 1200 650 333 335 665 110 2SA5564 3130

600~660
MW

HP 550 1200 450 670 1115 500 333 335 665 100 2SA5564 2150

LP 600~700 1200~1250 500~650 650~780 1200 650 333 335 665 110 2SA5564 3130

HP conditioning
valve in Z-shaped

Low pressure water  isolation valve
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◇ Globe valve body, offering increased strength with 

     reduced internal stresses

◇ Self-sealing valve cap, safe and reliable

◇ Pre-opening valve trim (patented technology) offers less 

     resistance and tighter shut-off

◇ All internal components are insertion mounted, easing the 

     maintenance process

◇ Spring-loaded atomizer injects spray-water in a fine mist

◇ Valve construction: z configuration or angled. Horizontal 

     inlet, horizontal or downward-pointing outlet

◇ Actuation: electric, pneumatic or hydraulic

◇ Valve body composition: F22, F91, or F92, depending on 

     the operating temperature

◇ Dimensions: Inlet: DN50 - DN400

                          Outlet: DN80 - DN1500

Main features

（See drawings attachment）Typical materials

No Description Material

1 valve body X10CrMoVNb91(F91)

2 seat X20CrMoV121(F9)

3 orifice plate X20CrMoV121(F9)

4 cover X10CrMoVNb91(F91)

5 plug X22CrMoV121(F9)

6 spring nozzle X5CrNi189(F304)

◇ Patented product: 201020568312.X

◇ Design combines considerations for simplicity, 

     safety and reliability

◇ Key components are high-quality parts imported

     from Germany

◇ Valve trim balanced upon opening, offering low 

    resistance to input from the actuator; and

    unbalanced upon closing, achieving tight shut-off

Pre-opening valve trim(Pilot plug)
◇ Patented product: 201020568289.4

◇ Centrifugal atomization injects water into 

     steam in the form of a fine mist 

◇ Spring-loaded design reduces the diameter 

     of water droplets down to 130 microns

◇ Nozzle shuts off automatically under 

    insufficient pressure, eliminating the leaking of 

    spraywater 

◇ Acts as a check valve to stop the steam  

     flowing into water pipe

Spring-loaded atomizer

High pressure water injection valve

     The high pressure water injection valve is of the multi-stage 

vortex cascade construction, which is found in the TA series of 

control valves produced by Binda.

 Features
◇ Multi-stage vortex cascading construction, excellent anti-

     cavitation properties

◇ Internal components made of chromium-rich, heat resistant 

     stainless steel

◇ Internal components insertion mounted, resulting in easy 

    inspection and maintenance

◇Smooth and quiet operation under large pressure differentials

◇ Tight shut-off, leak-free for extended periods of operation 

    (ANSI V)

◇ Forged valve body, straight, angled or z configuration 

     available

◇ Valve body composition: 20# or WB36 (15NiCuMoNi5-6-4)

◇ Nominal diameter: DN20-DN200

◇ Actuation: electric, pneumatic or hydraulic

High pressure water isolation valve

The high pressure water isolation valve belongs in the JY 

series, with its pre-opening valve trim.

 Features
◇ Forged valve body, straight configuration

◇ Pre-opening valve trim, low resistance and tight shut-

     off (ANSI V)

◇ Dual stage throttling, erosion resistant

◇ Internal components insertion mounted, easy 

     inspection and maintenance

◇ Valve body composition: 20# or WB36 

     (15NiCuMoNi5-6-4)

High pressure water isolation valve

The high pressure water isolation valve belongs in the JY 

◇ Pre-opening valve trim, low resistance and tight shut-

High pressure water injection valve

     The high pressure water injection valve is of the multi-stage 

vortex cascade construction, which is found in the TA series of 

◇ Multi-stage vortex cascading construction, excellent anti-

◇ Internal components made of chromium-rich, heat resistant 

◇Smooth and quiet operation under large pressure differentials

◇ Tight shut-off, leak-free for extended periods of operation 

◇ Valve body composition: 20# or WB36 (15NiCuMoNi5-6-4)

Steam conditioning valves condition main steam or 

reheat steam, hence their importance is apparent. These 

valves operate under high pressure and temperature, 

also they must achieve a tight shut-off. These steam 

conditioning valves can be opened under normal mode or 

emergency mode, in which the opening time is shortened 

to between 1 second to 5 seconds, depending on the 

Main steam or reheat steam is reduced in both 

temperature and pressure as it passes through the steam 

conditioning valve. Much of Binda’s patented technology 

Steam conditioning valves

◇ Globe valve body, offering increased strength with 

◇ All internal components are insertion mounted, easing the 

◇ Spring-loaded atomizer injects spray-water in a fine mist

Low pressure water injection valve

      The low pressure water injection valve is of the caged 

control valve construction, which is found in the TY series of 

control valves produced by Binda. A pre-opening valve trim 

is utilized.

 Features
◇ Internal components insertion mounted, easy inspection 

    and maintenance

◇ Smooth operation, low noise or vibration

◇ Internal components made of chromium-rich, heat 

    resistant stainless steel

◇ Valve trim balanced upon opening, offering low resistance 

    to actuator input

◇ Valve trim unbalanced upon closing, achieving tight shut-

    off even during extended periods (ANSI V)

◇ Cast valve body, straight configuration

◇ Valve body composition: WCB

◇ Nominal diameter: DN50-DN200

◇ Actuation: electric, pneumatic or hydraulic

Low pressure water  isolation valve

The low pressure water isolation valve belongs in the JY 

series, with its pre-opening valve trim.

 Features
◇ Cast valve body, straight configuration

◇ Internal components insertion mounted, easy inspection 

    and maintenance

◇ Pre-opening valve trim combines low actuating resistance 

    with tight shut-off (ANSI V)

◇ Dual stage throttling trim, erosion resistant

Low pressure water injection valve

unit 
capacity

Angle valve dimensions(mm)
actuator

weight in Kg
(no actuator)valve

name
L1 L2 H1 H2 H3 A A1 A2 stroke

135~150
MW

HP 400 405 575 1010 225 333 335 665 80 2SA5554 1030

LP 450 550 795 1040 360 333 335 665 100 2SA5554 1800

200~220
MW

HP 500 475 1100 1070 350 333 335 665 80 2SA5554 1730

LP 550 660 1330 1085 650 333 335 665 100 2SA5554 2200

300~350
MW

HP 500 475 1100 1070 350 333 335 665 80 2SA5564 1730

LP 600~700 650~780 1100~1400 1200 550~650 333 335 665 110 2SA5564 3030

600~660
MW

HP 550 530 1200 1115 400 333 335 665 100 2SA5564 2050

LP 600~700 650~780 1100~1400 1200 550~650 333 335 665 110 2SA5564 3030

HP conditioning
valve in Angle

LP conditioning
valve in Angle

LP conditioning
valve in Z-shaped

Remarks:The table equipped with electric actuator SIPOS5,pneumatic or hydraulic actuator is available.

Technical changes reserved

unit 
capacity

Z shaped valve dimensions(mm)
actuator

weight in Kg
(no actuator)valve

name
L1 L2 L3 H1 H2 H3 A A1 A2 stroke

135~150
MW

HP 400 970 720 405 1010 400 333 335 665 80 2SA5554 1530

LP 550 1170 470 550 1040 550 333 335 665 100 2SA5554 2150

200~220
MW

HP 500 1100 415 600 1070 430 333 335 665 80 2SA5554 1930

LP 500~600 1200 530 600 1085 550 333 335 665 100 2SA5554 2350

300~350
MW

HP 500 1100 415 600 1070 430 333 335 665 80 2SA5564 1930

LP 600~700 1200~1250 500~650 650~780 1200 650 333 335 665 110 2SA5564 3130

600~660
MW

HP 550 1200 450 670 1115 500 333 335 665 100 2SA5564 2150

LP 600~700 1200~1250 500~650 650~780 1200 650 333 335 665 110 2SA5564 3130

HP conditioning
valve in Z-shaped

Low pressure water  isolation valve
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Low pressure water injection valve

      The low pressure water injection valve is of the caged 

control valve construction, which is found in the TY series of 

control valves produced by Binda. A pre-opening valve trim 

is utilized.

 Features
◇ Internal components insertion mounted, easy inspection 

    and maintenance

◇ Smooth operation, low noise or vibration

◇ Internal components made of chromium-rich, heat 

    resistant stainless steel

◇ Valve trim balanced upon opening, offering low resistance 

    to actuator input

◇ Valve trim unbalanced upon closing, achieving tight shut-

    off even during extended periods (ANSI V)

◇ Cast valve body, straight configuration

◇ Valve body composition: WCB

◇ Nominal diameter: DN50-DN200

◇ Actuation: electric, pneumatic or hydraulic

Low pressure water  isolation valve

The low pressure water isolation valve belongs in the JY 

series, with its pre-opening valve trim.

 Features
◇ Cast valve body, straight configuration

◇ Internal components insertion mounted, easy inspection 

    and maintenance

◇ Pre-opening valve trim combines low actuating resistance 

    with tight shut-off (ANSI V)

◇ Dual stage throttling trim, erosion resistant

Low pressure water injection valve

unit 
capacity

Angle valve dimensions(mm)
actuator

weight in Kg
(no actuator)valve

name
L1 L2 H1 H2 H3 A A1 A2 stroke

135~150
MW

HP 400 405 575 1010 225 333 335 665 80 2SA5554 1030

LP 450 550 795 1040 360 333 335 665 100 2SA5554 1800

200~220
MW

HP 500 475 1100 1070 350 333 335 665 80 2SA5554 1730

LP 550 660 1330 1085 650 333 335 665 100 2SA5554 2200

300~350
MW

HP 500 475 1100 1070 350 333 335 665 80 2SA5564 1730

LP 600~700 650~780 1100~1400 1200 550~650 333 335 665 110 2SA5564 3030

600~660
MW

HP 550 530 1200 1115 400 333 335 665 100 2SA5564 2050

LP 600~700 650~780 1100~1400 1200 550~650 333 335 665 110 2SA5564 3030

HP conditioning
valve in Angle

LP conditioning
valve in Angle

LP conditioning
valve in Z-shaped

Remarks:The table equipped with electric actuator SIPOS5,pneumatic or hydraulic actuator is available.

Technical changes reserved

unit 
capacity

Z shaped valve dimensions(mm)
actuator

weight in Kg
(no actuator)valve

name
L1 L2 L3 H1 H2 H3 A A1 A2 stroke

135~150
MW

HP 400 970 720 405 1010 400 333 335 665 80 2SA5554 1530

LP 550 1170 470 550 1040 550 333 335 665 100 2SA5554 2150

200~220
MW

HP 500 1100 415 600 1070 430 333 335 665 80 2SA5554 1930

LP 500~600 1200 530 600 1085 550 333 335 665 100 2SA5554 2350

300~350
MW

HP 500 1100 415 600 1070 430 333 335 665 80 2SA5564 1930

LP 600~700 1200~1250 500~650 650~780 1200 650 333 335 665 110 2SA5564 3130

600~660
MW

HP 550 1200 450 670 1115 500 333 335 665 100 2SA5564 2150

LP 600~700 1200~1250 500~650 650~780 1200 650 333 335 665 110 2SA5564 3130

HP conditioning
valve in Z-shaped

Low pressure water  isolation valve
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